
Homespun is the proud publisher of hundreds of instructional 
DVDs for a wide range of instruments, levels and musical 
styles. Homespun founders Happy and Jane Traum have 
brought the finest performers – many of them legendary in 
their fields – into the realm of music instruction. Artists such 
as Béla Fleck, Dr. John, Jorma Kaukonen, Ralph Stanley, Keb’ 
Mo’, Rory Block, Donald Fagen and more than 200 others bring 
their talent, experience and musical knowledge to learning 
players via Homespun’s instructional products.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Accordion StyleS And techniqueS 
taught by Joey Miskulin
00641861 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to PlAy iriSh Button Accordion 
taught by John Williams
00641846 DVD .................................................. $29.95

See inside for great titles for banjo (p. 2),  
fiddle (p. 4), acoustic guitar (p. 6-10),  

mandolin (p. 13), piano (p. 14),  
ukulele (p. 15) and more!

More lessons available.  
See www.halleonard.com for details.

leArn to PlAy 
cAjun   
Accordion
taught by Dirk Powell
dVd one – Starting 
out: The one-row 
button accordion 
creates the defining 
sound that drives 
the waltzes and two-
steps beloved by 
enthusiasts of Cajun 
music. Dirk Powell’s 

step-by-step approach makes it easy to start playing 
immediately. He teaches how to hold the instrument, 
use the bellows, find the notes, and play “double” 
(octaves) - the essence of the Cajun style. Includes 
detailed instruction for playing some of the most 
popular Cajun dance tunes: La Valse de Quatre-vingt-
dix-neuf Ans (The 99 Year Waltz), The High Point Two-
Step, Johnny Can’t Dance. 70 MIN. • INCLUDES LYRICS 
• LEVEL 1.
dVd two – intermediate & Advanced techniques: 
Covers topics such as ornamentation, syncopation, 
phrasing, anticipating the bellows changes, creating 
rhythmic effects and many other techniques to get a 
real hot Cajun sound. The songs include The Wafus 
Two-Step, Lafayette Playboy Waltz, Hick’s Wagon Wheel 
Special, Dimanche Apres-midi (Sunday Afternoon). 70 
MIN. • LEVEL 3.
00641849 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641844 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641845 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

leArn to PlAy iriSh 
concertinA 
taught by  
John Williams
In this easy beginner’s DVD, 
John Williams explains the 
fundamentals of the 20 or 
30 key Anglo concertina: 
how to hold the instrument, 
use the keys, bellows and 
air button and how to move 
beyond the basic C and 
G scales. He teaches five 

tunes in note-for-note detail: Oro (Se Do Bheatha 
Bhaile), Jimmy Ward’s Jig, The Kesh Jig, Bobby Casey’s 
Jig, Last Night’s Fun. LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES MUSIC + 
TAB • 65 MIN.
00641815 DVD ................................................. $29.95

tex-Mex   
Accordion
taught by Flaco Jiménez and 
Tim Alexander, with Max Baca, 
bajo sexto
A Tex-Mex legend teaches 
the spicy music of the border 
country as played on the 
popular three-row button 
accordion. Phrase-by-phrase 
instruction teaches everything 
needed to make authentic 
Norteño music. Include 

classics such as: La Paloma • Viva Seguin • La Tuna 
and others. 70 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + DIAGRAMS 
• LEVEL 1
00641665 DVD ....................................................$29.95
00642062 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack ......$44.95

leArn to PlAy   
AutohArP
taught by John Sebastian
A step-by-step learning guide 
to the autoharp. Includes 
detailed instruction on 
holding it, proper use of the 
chord buttons, strumming 
and fingerpicking techniques 
and how to pick out melodies 
and play instrumentals in 
the styles of great traditional 
players. 60 MIN. • LEVEL 1

00641841 DVD ................................................... $29.95

ProfeSSor louie’S  
rock & BlueS  
Accordion
A Complete Course for the 
Beginner
taught by Aaron “Professor 
Louie” Hurwitz
Keyboardist and producer 
Aaron “Professor Louie” 
Hurwitz provides all the 
basics, then gets beginning 
accordionists right into 
blues and rock rhythms and 

riffs. Especially good for pianists who want to get into 
different sounds and grooves. LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES 
MUSIC & DIAGRAMS • 2 HOURS
00642007  ........................................................ $29.95

Contact your Hal Leonard sales rep for details on our limited-time special offer.SpEcIAL  
OffEr! 1-800-554-0626

ALSO AVAILABLE:
BryAn BowerS’ AutohArP techniqueS 
taught by Bryan Bowers
00641882 DVD ...................................................$29.95

AccOrdIOn/
cOncErtInA

AutOhArp

GuIdE tO LEVELS
Level 1 – Novice Level
Level 2 – Beginner Level
Level 3 – Early Intermediate Level
Level 4 – Intermediate Level
Level 5 –  Late Intermediate/Advanced Level



BAnjO

how to MAke    
uP your own  
BAnjo SoloS 
taught by Pete Wernick
DVD One: Pete Wernick 
teaches how to get the most 
credible bluegrass banjo 
sound, from the simplest 
“placeholder” vamps to solos 
combining melody notes and 
licks with full rolls. INCLUDES 
TAB .PDF ON DISC • LEVEL 2 
• 2 HOURS

DVD Two: Pete makes it easy to create convincing 
solos in common keys that normally challenge learning 
players: D, C, F and G – without a capo. Pete explores 
nine bluegrass standards: Down in the Valley to Pray 
• Angeline the Baker • New River Train • and more. 
LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES TAB .PDF ON DISC • 1 HR., 55 MIN.
00642119 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00642108 DVD One ............................................$29.95
00642118 DVD Two ............................................$29.95

jenS kruger’S    
BAnjo Method  
for BeginnerS 
An Easy and Joyful  
Way to Start Picking
Banjo virtuoso Jens Kruger 
has devised a unique and 
immediately satisfying 
way for beginners to get 
started. This easy but highly 
musical lesson will teach 
anyone – in minutes – to 
play the melodies to songs 

such as: Will the Circle Be Unbroken • Aunt Rhody • 
Grandfather’s Clock • Wildwood Flower • Shady Grove 
• and other favorites. LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES TAB .PDF 
ON DISC • 90 MIN.
00642113 DVD ...................................................$29.95

SteVe MArtin –  
the crow 
New Songs 
for the Five-
String Banjo
by Steve Martin
Transcribed by  
Tony Trischka
Steve Martin is a 
comedian, novelist, 
screenwriter, actor and 
many other things, but 

his first love is the banjo. His recent hit CD, The Crow, 
features 15 original tunes in both clawhammer and 
Scruggs style. Contents: Daddy Played the Banjo • 
Pitkni County Turnaround • Hoedown at Alice’s • 
Late for School • Tin Roof • Words Unspoken • Pretty 
Flowers • Wally on the Run • Freddie’s Lilt • Saga of 
the Old West • Clawhammer Medley • Calico Train • 
Banana Banjo • Blue River Waltz • The Crow.
00642106 Banjo Tab – Book Only ...................$19.95
00642116 Book/CD Pack ..................................$29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
BAnjo ArrAngeMentS    
of the kingSton trio
taught by George Grove
00641775 DVD ...................................................$29.95

BluegrASS BAnjo –    
don reno Style
taught by Don Wayne Reno
00641931 DVD ...................................................$29.95

BluegrASS BAnjo BAckuP  
taught by Pete “Dr. Banjo” Wernick
00642009 DVD ...................................................$29.95

BluegrASS BAnjo tuneS & techniqueS 
taught by Tony Trischka                        
00641913 DVD ...................................................$29.95

BrAnching out on BluegrASS BAnjo 
taught by Pete Wernick                       
00641767 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641757 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641758 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

BélA fleck teAcheS    
BAnjo Picking StyleS
taught by Béla Fleck
00641814 DVD ...................................................$29.95

MArk johnSon teAcheS    
clAwgrASS BAnjo
taught by Mark Johnson
00642087 DVD ...................................................$29.95

clAwhAMMer BAnjo  
taught by David Holt
00641781 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641779 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641780 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

fiVe-String BAnjo for BeginnerS  
taught by Happy Traum
00641789 DVD ...................................................$29.95

get rolling 
taught by Pete Wernick
00641671 DVD ...................................................$19.95

get StArted on 5-String BAnjo!  
taught by David Holt
00641648 DVD ...................................................$19.95

greAt BAnjo leSSonS  
Bluegrass Style
taught by Bill Keith, Pete Wernick, Tony Trischka,  
Eddie Adcock, Don Wayne Reno, Sonny Osborne  
and Ralph Stanley
00642010 DVD ...................................................$19.95

the BAnjo According    
to john hArtford
taught by John Hartford
00641653 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641654 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00641656 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95

the BAnjo techniqueS    
of jenS kruger
00642000 DVD ...................................................$29.95

leArn to PlAy    
clAwhAMMer BAnjo
taught by Bob Carlin
00641737 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641735 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641736 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

Singing with the BAnjo  
Songs and Accompaniment  
Clawhammer Style
taught by Cathy Fink
00641923 DVD ...................................................$29.95

Southern BAnjo StyleS  
taught by Mike Seeger
00641832 3-DVD Set .........................................$69.95
00641828 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641829 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00641830 DVD Three Only .................................$29.95

the BAnjo of rAlPh StAnley  
taught by Ralph Stanley
hosted by Mike Seeger
00641906 DVD ...................................................$29.95

tony triSchkA’S eSSentiAl    
PrActice techniqueS for 
BluegrASS BAnjo
taught by Tony Trischka
00641547 DVD ...................................................$29.95
00642060 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .....$44.95

nEW! nEW!

nEW!

Pete Seeger    
BAnjo PAck
Includes How to   
Play the 5-String  
Banjo book and  
How to Play the  
5-String Banjo DVD
Includes Pete’s book 
(HL14015486) and DVD 
(HL00641713) How to 
Play the 5-String Banjo in 
one money saving pack! 

Produced by Smithsonian/Folkways and Homespun 
Video.
00642134 Book/dVd Bundle Pack  ...........$39.95
00641713 DVD ...................................................$29.95

nEW!

Beginning   
BluegrASS  
BAnjo 
taught by Pete Wernick
Pete (Dr. Banjo) Wernick will 
have you picking right from 
the opening minutes of this 
DVD. By the time you finish, 
you’ll be accompanying 
songs, playing solos, and will 
have learned basic chords, 
slides, hammer-ons and pull-

offs, right-hand “rolls” in the three-finger bluegrass 
style and lots more. Includes: Buffalo Gals • Mama 
Don’t ‘Low • Columbus Stockade • Shady Grove • 
Roll in My Sweet Baby’s Arms • and more. 100-MIN. • 
INCLUDES TAB • LEVEL 1
00641606 DVD ...................................................$29.95

clASSic    
BluegrASS  
BAnjo SoloS 
taught by Tony Trischka
Tony Trischka teaches 
eleven classic pieces, prime 
examples of banjo playing at 
its best. You’ll learn them, 
note-for-note, just as they 
were played by some of the 
greatest players in the history 
of the instrument. Songs: 

John Henry • Sitting on Top of the World • Gold Rush • 
Bye Bye Blues • Dixie Breakdown • and more. 60-MIN. 
• LEVEL 3
00641567 DVD ...................................................$29.95
00642060 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .....$44.952



jerry douglAS’   
doBro®  
techniqueS 
taught by Jerry Douglas
 One of the world’s top 
Dobro players shares some 
of the secrets of his great 
playing, demonstrating hand 
positions, right-hand rolls, 
bar pull-offs and hammer-
ons, forward and reverse bar 
slants, string pulls and lots 
more. 90 MIN. • INCLUDES 
TAB • LEVEL 4

00641646 DVD .................................................. $29.95

eSSentiAl techniqueS 
for doBro® 
taught by Rob Ickes
with Jim Hurst, guitar   
and vocals
These two lessons will give 
learning players all the tools 
they’ll need to master the 
resonator guitar. Rob Ickes, 
Dobro Player of the Year 
from 1996-1999, covers 
everything from fine-tuning 
the strings to picking style, 

bar position, bluegrass back-up technique, and how 
to achieve good tone, timing and volume control. He 
provides several exercises as well as insights into his 
own warm-up regimens. INCLUDES TAB • LEVEL 2/3
00641578 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95

leArning BluegrASS 
doBro®  
taught by  
Cindy Cashdollar
With this hands-on Dobro 
course, even a complete 
beginner will be playing 
bluegrass and country 
tunes in no time! Cindy 
Cashdollar, one of today’s 
top players, covers essential 
right-hand techniques such 
as rolls, rhythm playing, 

crosspicking, tone control and damping, as well as bar 
technique, chord building, hammer-ons and pull-offs, 
minor keys and more. 90 MIN. • INCLUDES CHORDS + 
TAB • LEVEL 1
00641663 DVD .................................................. $29.95

rockABilly   
SlAP BASS
taught by Lee Rocker
This informative and 
entertaining DVD by a 
rockabilly master and 
co-founder of the Stray Cats 
teaches the spectacular 
multi-rhythmic slapping 
that will stop any show. Lee 
shows how to combine right 
hand techniques with blues 
bass lines and arpeggios, 

and gives valuable advice on getting the best possible 
sound. Includes demonstrations by his band Big Blue. 
60 MIN. • LEVEL 2
00641855 DVD .................................................. $29.95

eSSentiAl   
techniqueS 
for AcouStic BASS
taught by Todd Phillips
Veteran bassist 
Todd Phillips breaks 
down technique and 
musicianship for the 
acoustic bass from the 
ground up. He gives 
detailed instruction 
in the mechanics of 
playing, bass setup, how 

to develop strength and stamina, and how to become fully 
familiar with the fingerboard. Unique on-screen diagrams 
and close-up camera work make scales, chords and bass 
lines easily apparent. Excellent for total beginners, and 
for more experienced players who want to build their 
existing skills. dVd one: 80 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC & 
ON-SCREEN DIAGRAMS • LEVEL 1. dVd two: 70 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC & ON-SCREEN DIAGRAMS • LEVEL 2.
00641680 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641672 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641673 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
the AcouStic BASS 
taught by Gary Peacock
00641901 DVD .................................................. $29.95

BluegrASS BASS 
taught by Mark Schatz
00641793 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641787 DVD .................................................. $29.95
00641788 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ELEctrIc  
BASS

the BASS guitAr   
of jAck cASAdy
taught by    
Jack Casady
This DVD lesson is a 
treasury of the ideas and 
techniques of one of rock’s 
legendary bassists. Jack 
Casady analyses his bass 
parts for classic tunes from 
the Hot Tuna repertoire 
and discusses the musical 

concepts that make up his unique style. 80 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
00641816 DVD .................................................. $29.95

rick dAnko’S electric 
BASS techniqueS 
In this remarkable session, 
the late, legendary bassist 
for The Band detailed some 
of the exercises, picking 
techniques and musical 
ideas that formed his 
style through the years. He 
teaches scales, exercises 
and great bass lines to get 
you really rocking! You’ll also 
see, up close, how Rick got 

the unique, percussive style that was one the backbone 
of The Band’s trademark sound. 60 MIN.
00641987 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to PlAy   
the iriSh  
Bouzouki  
taught by Zan McLeod with 
Billy McComisky, button 
accordion
Zan teaches  tunings, basic 
scales and chords, as well as 
pick technique and rhythmic 
innovations. He then explores 
the bouzouki through the 
study of traditional reels, 
jigs and slip jigs. Songs 

include: Lady Anne Montgomery • The Galway Rambler 
• Kesh Jig • Barney Bralligan’s • and The Butterfly. 90 
MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 1
00641674 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
MAStering the electric BASS  
taught by David C. Gross
00641867 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641856 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641857 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

you cAn PlAy electric BASS  
taught by Roly Salley
00641785 Lessons 1 & 2 – DVD ....................... $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
the MAndolin And    
Bouzouki of tiM o’Brien
00641661 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
doBro® VAriAtionS  
taught by Cindy Cashdollar
00641664 DVD .................................................. $29.95

A guide to doBro® rePertoire    
And technique
taught by Stacy Phillips
00641965 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641970 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641971 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

dOBrO

BOuzOukI

AcOuStIc  
BASS

Contact your HaL Leonard 
sales rep for details on our 
limited-time special offer.

OrdEr 
tOdAy!

1-800- 
554-0626

www.halleonard.com/dealers
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BlueS on   
the fiddle
taught by Darol Anger
Darol Anger’s deep knowledge 
of the violin, along with his 
relaxed good humor and 
encouraging manner, helps 
bring fiddlers to a whole 
new level. Using a “call 
and response” interactive 
teaching method, Darol 
trades licks with viewers as 

they learn tunes and styles from the Mississippi Delta 
to blues-inflected bluegrass, bebop and even rock and 
roll. 88 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3
00641725 DVD ..................................................$29.95

jAck dejohnette   
teAcheS MuSicAl  
exPreSSion on  
the druM Set
with special guest  
Harvey Sorgen
DeJohnette teaches phrasing, 
tuning, timekeeping and 
melody, and provides tips on 
his cymbal technique, stick 
and brush work, bass and 
hi-hat pedaling and more. 

100 MIN. • LEVEL 3-4
00641739 DVD ................................................... $29.95

20 eASy tuneS   
for the  
Beginning fiddler 
Learn to Play Jam  
Session Favorites
taught by Jim Wood
Jim Wood teaches new 
fiddlers everything they’ll 
need to play America’s best-
loved tunes. With the help 
of his wife Inge on guitar, 
Jim gives beginners pointers 
on bowing, accurate noting, 

and details on playing in several keys. Tunes: Soldier’s 
Joy • Turkey in the Straw • Sally Goodin • Little Liza 
Jane • Buffalo Gals • Redwing • Sweet Hour of Prayer 
• and 13 more. LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES MUSIC • 180 MIN.
00642102 2 DVDs ............................................$39.95

folk rhythMS 
Learn to Play Spoons, 
Bones, Washboard,  
Hambone and the  
Paper Bag
taught by David Holt
Anyone can learn to play 
spoons, bones, washboard, 
hambone – even the paper 
bag! No music lessons, 
note reading, or expensive 
instruments are necessary! 
47 MIN. • LEVEL 1

00641714 DVD ..................................................$19.95

choPS &   
grooVeS
Rhythmic Explorations  
for Bowed Instruments
taught by Darol Anger
with Casey Driessen & 
Rushad Eggleston
Learn how you can create 
infectious, driving rhythms 
and syncopations in a wide 
variety of musical styles. 
The percussive bowing 
techniques taught produce 

exciting grooves that can be used to accompany genres 
from bluegrass to Celtic, swing to ska, Latin to rock 
and funk. 180 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3
00641811 DVD ..................................................$29.95

the fiddle   
According to  
VASSAr cleMentS
Vassar Clements explores 
classic licks and techniques 
as he teaches some of his 
best-known fiddle breaks to 
tunes such as: Avalanche 
• Good Woman’s Love • 
Lonesome Fiddle Blues • 
Orange Blossom Special • 
Down Yonder • and more. 90 

MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3/4
00641826 DVD ...................................................$29.95
00642129 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ............$39.95

fiddle for   
the ABSolute  
Beginner
Get Started the Right Way!
Taught by Jim Wood  
with Inge Wood
This two-hour starter course 
takes the mystery out of 
fiddle playing for any new 
player. Fiddle champion Jim 
Wood shows proper posture 
and body alignment, how to 
hold the fiddle and bow, tune 

up, and start fingering notes. Includes a basic scale 
and beginner play-along versions of: Old Joe Clark 
• Cripple Creek • and Cotton-Eyed Joe. LEVEL 1 • 
INCLUDES MUSIC • 120 MIN.
00642098 DVD .................................................. $24.95

greAt fiddle   
leSSonS
Bluegrass and  
Old-Time Styles
taught by Jim Wood, Kenny 
Kosek, Vassar Clements, 
Richard Greene, Brad 
Leftwich, Bruce Molsky, Jay 
Ungar, Stacy Phillips
The eight lessons on this DVD, 
compiled from Homespun’s 
incomparable library of music 
instruction, represent fiddle 

tuition at its very best. The lessons start at an easy 
beginner level and progressively get more challenging, 
providing a full range of techniques, styles, musical 
ideas and repertoire tunes to learning players at all 
levels. 75 MIN. • LEVEL ALL • INCLUDES MUSIC .PDF
00642120 DVD .................................................. $24.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
BluegrASS fiddle 
A Private Lesson with Richard Greene
00641773 DVD .................................................. $29.95

A fiddler’S guide to wAltzeS, AirS  
And hAunting MelodieS
taught by Jay Ungar
00641729 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to PlAy cAjun fiddle  
taught by Michael Doucet
00641928 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to PlAy iriSh fiddle 
taught by Kevin Burke
00641766 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641755 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641756 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

leArn to PlAy old-tiMe fiddle 
taught by Brad Leftwich
00641730 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641727 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641728 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

leArning BluegrASS fiddle 
taught by Kenny Kosek
00641643 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641638 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641639 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

MArk o’connor’S fiddle cAMP 
taught by Mark O’Connor
00641723 DVD .................................................. $29.95

Singing with the fiddle! 
taught by Bruce Molsky
00641996 DVD .................................................. $29.95

Southern old-tiMe   
fiddle tour
taught by Bruce Molsky
00641726 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
the coMPlete All-Around druMMer 
taught by Danny Gottlieb
00642020 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00642018 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642019 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

druMMing MAde eASy 
taught by Harvey Sorgen
00641873 DVD .................................................. $29.95

nEW!

nEW!
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hAMMer   
dulciMer
taught by John McCutcheon
This beginner’s course makes 
it easy to see how to hold 
the hammers, find the notes, 
and make exciting music 
almost immediately. John 
teaches several tunes and 
variations, and shares tips 
on tuning, set-up, finding 
harmonies, and special 
hammering techniques. 90 

MIN. • INCLUDES DIAGRAMS • LEVEL 1
00641711 DVD ..................................................$29.95

hAMMer    
dulciMer  
tuneS & techniqueS
taught by Walt Michael
One of this country’s best-
known hammer dulcimer 
players teaches drones, 
chords, rolls, tremolos, 
harmony lines and other 
techniques that will enable 
beginning and intermediate 
players to master a dozen 
beautiful tunes: Snowblind • 

Bermudaful • McKim’s Reel • Devil’s Dream • Hawks 
and Eagles • Little Rabbit • Gray Cat on the Tennessee 
Farm • The Breakdown • The Black Nag • Rock the 
Cradle Joe • Pirate’s Prayer. LEVEL 2 • MUSIC + TAB 
INCLUDED ON DISC • 1 HR., 30 MIN.
00642142 DVD .................................................. $19.95

leArning    
MountAin  
dulciMer
taught by David Schnaufer
Make lovely sounds and 
play simple tunes on 
the dulcimer! Schnaufer 
teaches scales, fingerings, 
strumming techniques, 
hammer-ons, pull-offs and 
guitar-style picking to play 
arrangements of some all-

time favorite country songs. 90 MIN. • LEVEL 1-2 • 
INCLUDES MUSIC & TAB.
00641894 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the Art of    
hAwAiiAn  
SlAck key guitAr
taught by Keola Beamer
Here’s an opportunity to learn 
to play the lush and elegant 
sounds of Hawaiian slack 
key guitar. Keola Beamer, a 
contemporary master in this 
style, provides the perfect 
introduction to a rich tradition 
that has inspired fingerstyle 

guitarists worldwide. He teaches seven traditional 
and original compositions in the special tunings that 
give slack key its distinctive sound, including: Kuu Lei 
Awapuni Melemele (My Yellow Ginger Lei) • Kalena Kai 
(Bath House) • Grandmother’s Wish • and more. 80 
MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
00641649 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to   
PlAy PedAl  
Steel guitAr
taught by Bruce Bouton
Nashville session player 
Bruce Bouton teaches proper 
use of the bar, foot pedals, 
knee levers and volume 
pedals, plus right-hand 
picking techniques and the 
scales, chords and harmony 
lines that give the instrument 

its distinctive sound. Includes classic licks, intros and 
endings, and how they can be used in top country hits. 
90 MIN. • LEVEL 1
00641743 DVD .................................................. $29.95

Slide guitAr for BlueS: lAP Style  
taught by Bob Brozman
dVd one: Bob Brozman teaches the funky blues tunes, cool riffs and adventurous 
improvisations that he pulls from his seemingly bottomless bag of tricks. His course 
in lap style slide guitar will open up exciting musical ideas and powerful techniques. 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3 • 105 MIN.
dVd two: From low-down Delta to sweet New Orleans blues, Bob Brozman takes lap 
blues playing to the next level. He explores the classic Rolling and Tumbling, along 
with numerous techniques, exercises, slide drills and play-along examples for great 
practice sessions. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 4 • 85 MIN.
00642025 2-DVD Set ........................................................................................$49.95
00642023 DVD One Only ...................................................................................$29.95
00642024 DVD Two Only ...................................................................................$29.95

the hAwAiiAn   
SlAck key guitAr  
of ledwArd   
kAAPAnA
taught by Ledward Kaapana
Kaapana gives a lesson for 
novices as well as advanced 
players in the slack key style. 
He teaches instrumentals 
encompassing quiet melodies 
and rip-roaring showstoppers 
with fast licks and fancy 
picking. 80 MIN • INCLUDES 

TAB • LEVEL 3
00641926 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE
SAcred Steel  
with the Campbell Brothers
00641808 Chuck Campbell (Pedal Steel) ......... $29.95
00641809 Darick Campbell (Lap Steel) ............ $29.95

LAp & pEdAL  
StEEL GuItAr

SLIdE GuItAr  
LAp StyLE

SLAck kEy GuItAr

duLcImEr

nEW!

ALSO AVAILABLE
the Slide guitAr of kelly joe PhelPS  
00641554 DVD ................................................................................................................................................ $29.95

Contact your HaL Leonard 
sales rep for details on our 
limited-time special offer.

OrdEr 
tOdAy!

1-800- 
554-0626

www.halleonard.com/dealers

leArn to    
PlAy weStern  
Swing Steel  
guitAr
taught by Cindy 
Cashdollar
Cindy Cashdollar (Asleep 
At The Wheel) teaches 
C-6 tuning, proper 
use of the bar, right-
hand picking, chord 
progressions, scales, 
vibrato, and other 
invaluable information. 

Songs: Cold, Cold Heart • San Antonio Rose • and 
others. 60 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 1
00641746 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641744 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641745 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
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norMAn BlAke’S   
guitAr  
techniqueS 
taught by Norman Blake  
with Nancy Blake,  
second guitar
dVd one: Songs, Instru-
mentals and Styles: 
Legendary guitarist Norman 
Blake teaches flatpicking 
fundamentals and a variety 
of bluegrass and old-time 

country guitar techniques.  Songs: Whiskey Before 
Breakfast • Gray Coat Soldiers • Prettiest Little Girl 
in the County • The Wreck of the Old ‘97 • and more. 
Features Nancy Blake on second guitar. 90 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
dVd two – Ten Stellar Songs and Instrumentals: 
Norman demonstrates musical ideas, playing 
techniques and ten traditional and original songs and 
instrumentals taken from his vast repertoire: Coming 
Down from Rising Fawn • Caperton Ferry • Uncle Joe 
(Miss McLeod’s Reel) • Old Virginia Reel • Coleman’s 
March • New Century Hornpipe • Jimmy in the Swamp 
• Church Street Blues • Give Me Back My Fifteen Cents 
• and Hobo’s Last Ride. 90 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + 
TAB • LEVEL 4.
00641613 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641604 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641605 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

the guitAr    
of lArry  
cAMPBell
Interpreting the  
Gospel Songs and  
Styles of Rev. Gary Davis
Learn Five Powerful 
Fingerpicking Classics  
with Teresa Williams, Vocals
Larry Campbell, who has 
played with Bob Dylan, Levon 
Helm, Elvis Costello and 
numerous others, grew up 

listening to the inspirational songs and dazzling guitar 
technique of Rev. Gary Davis. He performs five songs 
of this legendary master with vocalist Teresa Williams, 
and then breaks down the complex fingerpicking 
arrangements for learning players: Oh Glory, How Happy 
I Am • Samson and Delilah• I Belong to the Band • 
Keep Your Lamp Trimmed and Burning • Let Us Get 
Together. LEVEL 4 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .PDF • 1 
HR, 55 MIN.
00642127 DVD .................................................. $29.95

eASy StePS to   
BoSSA noVA  
guitAr  
Add Brazilian Sounds to 
Your Repertoire
taught by Aaron Gilmartin
This basic lesson is for 
guitarists who want to add 
the jazzy chords and samba 
rhythms of Bossa Nova to 
their guitar playing. These 
techniques can be used to add 

distinctive new colors and feels to any song, and will be 
a great start for anyone wanting to get into new musical 
genres. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3 • 80 MIN.
00642086 DVD ..................................................$29.95

clASSicAl guitAr 
Technique and  
Musicianship 
taught by Frederic Hand
The DVD lesson Frederic Hand 
has made for Homespun 
should be of interest to 
all guitarists who want to 
discover their “natural 
dexterity” for speed, tone 
and effortless technique! 
Beginning and advanced 

guitarists alike will benefit from his exploration into 
the fundamental principles of classical guitar. Includes 
in-depth analysis of beautiful pieces: John Dowland’s 
Lady Hunnsden’s Puffe, a dance by Gaspar Sanz, and 
two of Hand’s own compositions.
75 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 2-5
00641644 DVD ...................................................$29.95

eASy BluegrASS   
And country  
guitAr 
taught by  
Happy Traum
Here’s an easy and fun 
way for beginners to play 
favorite bluegrass tunes. 
Happy teaches all the 
basic techniques and helps 
guitarists begin to build their 
own repertoire. He covers pick 

technique, elementary theory, song accompaniment, 
and how to play instrumental solos. 60 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 2
00641677 DVD .................................................. $19.95
00642131 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .... $39.95

leArn to   
PlAy the  
SongS of    
jiM croce
dVd one: Jim Croce’s  
guitar accompani-
ments, as well as lead 
lines of his long-time 
accompanist, are 
expertly broken down 
for aspiring players: I’ll 
Have to Say I Love You 
in a Song • New York’s 

Not My Home • Photographs and Memories • I Got a 
Name • These Dreams • Operator • and Time in a 
Bottle. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3 • 115 MIN.
dVd two: Seven more guitar accompaniments to hit 
songs by the legendary singer-songwriter Jim Croce. 
Includes: One Less Set of Footsteps • Workin’ at the 
Carwash Blues • Alabama Rain • Dreamin’ Again • 
A Long Time Ago • Lover’s Cross • It Doesn’t Have to 
Be That Way. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .PDF • LEVEL 3 
• 90 MIN.
00642115 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641942 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642114 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00642136 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ........... $44.95

rory Block    
teAcheS  
the guitAr of  
roBert johnSon
dVd one: Award-winning 
contemporary blues singer 
and guitarist Rory Block 
completely demystifies the 
licks, runs, strums, bass 
lines, turnarounds and other 
important guitar elements 
that combine to make up the 

unique Robert Johnson sound. 113 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
dVd two: Rory provides complete note-by-note, lick-
by-lick instruction for three of his most powerful 
songs: Cross Road Blues • Ramblin’ on My Mind • 
and Hellhound on My Trail. Rory takes each song apart, 
putting a microscope on the intros, chord positions, 
slide techniques, picking, strumming and other blues 
guitar skills needed to play them right. INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 4 • 105 MIN.
00642022 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641810 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642021 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

the c-A-g-e-d 
guitAr    
SySteM  
MAde eASy 
taught by  
Ernie Hawkins
dVd one: The C-A-
G-E-D System 
establishes a 
roadmap to the 
entire neck of the 
guitar, and on this 
DVD he lays out a 
clear and easy 

method for finding any chord, scale, note or lick 
anywhere on the fingerboard. INCLUDES CHORDS • 
LEVEL 3
dVd two: Continues an in-depth exploration of the C-A-
G-E-D Guitar System. He shows how the basic 12-bar 
blues progression can be played in every key and 
position on the fingerboard, and provides innumerable 
tips, exercises, licks and variations. INCLUDES CHORDS 
• LEVEL 3
dVd three: Ernie explores blues melodies as they move 
up into the highest reaches of the fingerboard, as well 
as the popular “circle of fifths” ragtime progression. 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 4 • 60 MIN.
00642028 3-DVD Set (DVDs 1, 2 & 3) .............. $69.95
00642004 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642005 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00642026 DVD Three Only ................................ $29.95

nEW!

nEW!
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eASy StePS to 
AcouStic BlueS 
guitAr 
taught by  
Happy Traum  
dVd one – Starting 
from Scratch: 
Veteran guitarist and 
Homespun Tapes 
founder Happy Traum 
offers this unique 
course in acoustic 
blues guitar, especially 
designed for novice 

players. He breaks it all down into “easy steps,” 
including syncopated strumming patterns, 12-bar 
and 8-bar blues progressions, bass runs, and more 
than a dozen variations for the all-important blues 
turnarounds, intros and endings. 60 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 2
dVd two – Essentials of Fingerstyle Blues: This nearly 
foolproof method for building solid guitar technique 
includes shuffle and boogie-woogie bass lines, blues 
scales, playing solos up the neck, variations on blues 
chord progressions and arrangements of Rock Me • 
Baby, Baby Please Don’t Go • Trouble in Mind • and 
more. 90 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
00641836 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641834 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641835 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

eASy StePS to flAMenco 
guitAr  
taught by  
Aaron Gilmartin
This unique lesson teaches 
anyone with basic guitar 
skills how to play the exciting 
rhythms and passionate 
chord changes of tango 
flamenco, a style made 
famous by the Gipsy Kings 
and others. Aaron Gilmartin 

gets guitarists started with a typical flamenco chord 
progression, a variety of right-hand rasgueados 
(strums) and numerous exercises and play-along 
practice segments. 120 MIN. • LEVEL 2 • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB
00642029 DVD ..................................................$29.95

eSSentiAl   
exerciSeS for  
fingerStyle   
guitAr
taught by Peter Huttlinger
Peter Huttlinger provides the 
advice, practice routines and 
exercises that will enable 
learning guitarists to develop 
full control of their picking 
hands and a complete 
knowledge of the fingerboard 

and play with good tone, strict timing and confidence. 
60 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00641763 DVD ...................................................$29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
the AcouStic guitAr Method  
taught by David Hamburger
00641892 2-DVD Set ......................................... $39.95

the techniqueS And   
ArrAngeMentS of Muriel AnderSon
00641974 DVD ................................................... $29.95

the Art of guitAr croSSPicking  
taught by Steve Kaufman
00641769 DVD ................................................... $29.95

BASic BluegrASS    
rhythM guitAr
taught by Steve Kaufman
00641655 DVD ................................................... $29.95

Beyond BASic BluegrASS    
rhythM guitAr
taught by Steve Kaufman
00642090 DVD ................................................... $29.95

BluegrASS guitAr  
taught by David Grier
00641903 DVD ................................................... $29.95

BlueS By the Book for    
fingerStyle guitAr
taught by Roy Book Binder
00641657 2-DVD Set ......................................... $49.95
00641651 DVD One Only .................................... $29.95
00641652 DVD Two Only .................................... $29.95

BlueS guitAr ArrAngeMeMtS   
for the interMediAte PlAyer
taught by Mary Flower
00642012 DVD ................................................... $29.95

BlueS/rootS guitAr  
taught by Steve James
00641896 DVD ................................................... $29.95

Boogie woogie guitAr  
taught by Del Rey
00641895 DVD ................................................... $29.95

Bottleneck BlueS And Beyond  
taught by Mike Dowling
00642076 2-DVD Set ......................................... $49.95
00641820 DVD One Only .................................... $29.95
00642075 DVD Two Only .................................... $29.95

the guitAr of PAul BrAdy  
taught by Paul Brady
00641631 DVD ................................................... $29.95

BoB BrozMAn’S guide to   
rootS guitAr StyleS
00641981 2-DVD Set ......................................... $49.95
00641979 DVD One Only .................................... $29.95
00641980 DVD Two Only .................................... $29.95

guitAr StyleS of the    
cArter fAMily
taught by Mike Seeger
00641792 DVD ................................................... $29.95

celtic inStruMentAlS for    
fingerStyle guitAr
taught by Al Petteway
00641742 2-DVD Set ......................................... $49.95
00641740 DVD One Only .................................... $29.95
00641741 DVD Two Only .................................... $29.95

dAn crAry’S flAtPick    
guitAr workShoP
taught by Dan Crary
00641805 DVD ................................................... $29.95

A crASh courSe in    
oPen tuningS for guitAr
taught by Mary Flower
00642008 DVD ................................................... $29.95

the techniqueS And    
ArrAngeMentS of Alex de grASSi
taught by Alex de Grassi
00641905 DVD ................................................... $29.95

leArn to PlAy the    
SongS of john denVer
taught by Pete Huttlinger
00642078 4-DVD Set ......................................... $89.95
00641551 DVD One Only .................................... $29.95
00641552 DVD Two Only .................................... $29.95
00641762 DVD Three Only ................................. $29.95
00642077 DVD Four Only ................................... $29.95

eArly Southern    
guitAr StyleS
taught by Mike Seeger
00642080 Two DVDs .......................................... $39.95

eASy fingerPicking    
fAVoriteS
taught by Happy Traum
00641712 DVD ................................................... $19.95

eASy flAtPicking guitAr    
ArrAngeMentS
by Steve Kaufman
00641960 DVD ................................................... $29.95

eASy goSPel guitAr  
by Steve Kaufman
00641770 DVD ................................................... $29.95

eASy guitAr chordS    
And ProgreSSionS
taught by Artie Traum
00642069 DVD ................................................... $29.95

AcOuStIc GuItAr

exPloring    
the guitAr  
with keB’ Mo’
Songs and Arrangements to  
Enrich Your Playing
Grammy-winner Keb’ Mo’ 
accompanies his songs with 
folk/blues fingerpicking, 
swampy slide licks, 
contemporary pop chords, 
and a touch of jazz. Learning 
guitarists will be inspired 
to develop their own unique 

style as he teaches chord shapes, open tunings, slide 
technique and picking patterns. Songs: Your Love • Life 
Is Beautiful • I’ll Be Your Water • Every Morning • Eileen 
• Tell Everybody I Know • and America the Beautiful. 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3 • 110 MIN.
00642030 DVD ...................................................$29.95
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leArn to    
PlAy the  
SongS of  
dAn fogelBerg
Authentic Guitar 
Accompaniments for  
    7 Classic Songs
taught by Pete Huttlinger
During a brilliant three-
decade career, Dan 
Fogelberg’s iconic songs, 
soaring vocals and rich 

guitar arrangements gained him millions of avid fans 
and secured him a place in the pantheon of American 
popular music. Pete Huttlinger was smitten at an early 
age by Dan’s recordings, and he absorbed and analyzed 
his guitar techniques. He describes in detail how to 
play seven classics from Souvenirs: There’s a Place in 
the World for a Gambler • As the Raven Flies • Morning 
Sky • Changing Horses • Part of the Plan • Song from 
Half Mountain • and Souvenirs. 2 HOURS • MUSIC + 
TAB FILE ON DVD TO VIEW OR PRINT.
00642123 DVD .................................................. $29.95
00642132 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ........... $39.95

greAt Bottleneck  
BlueS    
leSSonS
Nine Powerful Excursions 
into Slide Guitar
Taught by Keb’ Mo’, Mike 
Dowling, Hans Theessink, 
Roy Book Binder, Bob 
Brozman, Catfish Keith, John 
Hammond, Rory Block and 
Steve James
Some of today’s greatest 
proponents of traditional 

bottleneck/slide guitar playing teach the soulful 
sounds that started in the Mississippi Delta and forever 
changed the world’s musical landscape. Songs: Sitting 
on Top of the World • Rollin’ and Tumblin’ • She Did 
You a Favor • Bye and Bye I’m Going to See the King 
• Henry • Ramblin’ on My Mind • The Cuckoo • Drop 
Down Mama • Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight. LEVEL 
3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • 115 MIN.
00642091 DVD .................................................. $24.95

greAt    
guitAr  
leSSonS
Techniques and  
Arrangements of Master 
Singer/Songwriters
Taught by Paul Brady, Patty 
Larkin, Geoff Muldaur, Tom 
Rush, John Sebastian, Chris 
Smither, Livingston Taylor, 
and David Wilcox
Eight accomplished singer/
songwriters, all gifted 

guitarists, share the secrets of the alternate tunings, 
harmonies, chord structures, picking patterns and 
other techniques that they use to create their powerful 
arrangements. Each artist teaches an original song 
that can be used either as creative inspiration or as a 
way for players to add compelling new material to their 
repertoire. 90 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB 
BOOK ON .PDF
00642122 DVD .................................................. $24.95

the BlueS    
guitAr  
(And hArMonicA)  
of john hAMMond
Legendary blues musician 
John Hammond distills forty 
years of experience in this 
remarkable exploration of his 
guitar, harmonica and vocal 
techniques. He sings, plays 
and breaks down a variety 
of songs and instrumentals, 

sharing his blues wisdom with aspiring players and 
enthusiasts. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • 110 MIN.
00641992 DVD ...................................................$29.95

how to Buy    
A VintAge guitAr
A Primer for  
Collectors, Investors,  
Players and Enthusiasts
Taught by George Gruhn
This unique buyer’s guide 
teaches how to appraise 
and critique an instrument, 
determine originality and 
playability, and recognize 
counterfeits. George uses 

vintage acoustic and electric instruments as teaching 
tools and closely examines crucial details like finish, 
hardware, fret type, etc. He also gives a history 
lesson about the vintage market, predictions for future 
investment and suggestions for further study. LEVEL 
ALL • 1 HR., 55 MIN.
00642128 DVD ...................................................$19.95
00642137 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ............$44.95

leArn SeVen grAteful 
deAd    
clASSicS  
for AcouStic guitAr
Easy Arrangements for 
Intermediate Players
taught by Jeffrey Pepper 
Rodgers
A musician and popular writer 
for Acoustic Guitar magazine 
and other publications, 
Jeffrey Pepper Rodgers breaks 

down seven iconic Grateful Dead songs at a very 
user-friendly pace. He teaches the rhythms, lead 
lines, licks and chords for very authentic-sounding 
acoustic renditions of: Friend of the Devil • Black Peter 
• Brokedown Palace • Fire on the Mountain • New 
Speedway Boogie • Cassidy • and Stella Blue. LEVEL 3 
• INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .PDF • 2 HOURS
00642141 DVD .................................................. $29.95

hyMnS for    
guitAr
Inspirational Arrangements  
for Fingerstyle Players
taught by Pete Huttlinger
Traditional hymns, with 
their resonant melodies, 
rich harmonic structures 
and deep messages of faith 
and inspiration, have been 
joyfully passed down through 
the ages. Pete Huttlinger has 

taken seven carefully chosen pieces and has arranged 
them for intermediate fingerstyle guitarists: I’ve Got 
Peace like a River • Blessed Assurance • Holy, Holy, 
Holy • Redeemed • Be Thou My Vision • From Every 
Stormy Wind That Blows • Abide with Me. 60 MIN. • 
LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .PDF
00642117 DVD ...................................................$29.95

iriSh    
rhythM  
guitAr
Accompanying Celtic Tunes
taught by John Doyle
One of the hottest guitarists 
on the Irish scene today breaks 
apart his accompaniment 
style for the learning player. 
He demonstrates his complex 
strumming patterns and 
shows how to add interest and 

depth to a basic three-chord tune by using substitutions 
to change the underlying harmonic structure. More than 
a dozen great reels, jigs and hornpipes are analyzed 
rhythmically, including: Crowley’s • The Mountain Road 
• Craig’s Pipes • The Gooseberry Bush • Gallagher’s 
Frolics • Mist Covered Mountain • Langstrom’s Pony • 
Humours of Whiskey • Banks of Loch Gamhna • Return 
to Camden Town • Fermoy Lasses • The Girl That Broke 
My Heart • Chief O’Neill’s Hornpipe • Tim Henry’s 
Favorite • The Pullet. 85 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + 
TAB • LEVEL 3
00641738 DVD ...................................................$29.95

the BlueS    
guitAr of  
keB’ Mo’
Basic Techniques for the 
Contemporary Player
taught by Keb’ Mo’
with Fran Banish
Grammy-winning singer-
songwriter Kevin Moore (aka 
Keb’ Mo’) takes students 
on a powerful journey into 
the world of traditional and 

contemporary blues guitar. He begins by showing 
how turnarounds and harmonized scale passages 
can be the basis for developing fluid phrases in a 
Robert Johnson-style blues tune. Keb’ then teaches 
two originals, both employing a rhythmic alternating 
bass style as well as some jazz-oriented chords that 
add spice and interest to the songs. Switching to his 
National steel guitar, he then discusses the basics of 
slide technique, rounding out this exciting blues lesson. 
Songs: Delta-Style Blues • Perpetual Blues Machine • 
Angelina • Henry. 75 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES TAB
00641538 DVD .................................................. $29.95

AcOuStIc GuItAr
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leArn to    
PlAy BlueS  
guitAr with A flAtPick
taught by Adam Traum
Adam Traum shows how you 
can develop powerful blues 
style, percussive rhythms 
and punchy lead lines 
using a flatpick. On these 
2 DVDs, he teaches right-
hand technique as well as 
bluesy chords, scales, licks 

and progressions. LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB 
• 110 MIN.
00642148 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00642103 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642147 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

AcOuStIc GuItAr

ALSO AVAILABLE:
the SongS And guitAr   
of rAMBlin’ jAck elliott
taught by Jack Elliott
00641771 DVD .................................................. $29.95

eSSentiAl dAdgAd    
for BeginnerS
taught by Artie Traum
00641614 3-DVD Set ........................................ $69.95
00641607 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642039 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00642040 DVD Three Only ................................ $29.95

figuring out the fingerBoArd  
taught by Steve Kaufman
00641807 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the fingerPicking    
BlueS of ettA BAker
taught by Etta Baker
00641884 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the fingerPicking BlueS of    
MiSSiSSiPPi john hurt
taught by John Sebastian and Happy Traum
00641731 DVD .................................................. $29.95

greAt guitAr leSSonS –   
BluegrASS flAtPicking
by Russ Barenberg, Norman Blake, Dan Crary, Nick 
Forster, Steve Kaufman, Tony Rice, Happy Traum
00641990 DVD .................................................. $24.95

greAt guitAr leSSonS – BlueS   
And country fingerPicking
by Eddie Adcock, Rory Block, Roy Book Binder, Thom 
Bresh, John Jackson, Happy Traum, Doc Watson
00641989 DVD .................................................. $24.95

greAt guitAr leSSonS –   
fingerStyle techniqueS
taught by Chris Proctor, Martin Simpson, David Wilcox, 
Preston Reed, Muriel Anderson, Frederic Hand, Alex de 
Grassi, Laurence Juber
00641991 DVD .................................................. $24.95

guitAr Soloing 101  
taught by Marcy Marxer
00641917 DVD .................................................. $29.95

A guitAriSt’S guide    
to Better PrActicing
taught by Peter Huttlinger
00641611 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the guitAr Style of    
richie hAVenS
hosted by Artie Traum
00641560 DVD .................................................. $29.95

Pete huttlinger’S   
wonderful world of chordS
00642070 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the fingerPicking    
BlueS of john jAckSon
taught by John Jackson
00641934 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the fingerStyle ArtiStry   
of lAurence juBer
00641957 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641955 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641956 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

SteVe kAufMAn teAcheS crowd    
PleASerS And Show StoPPerS
00642092 DVD .................................................. $29.95

jorMA kAukonen’S   
fingerPicking guitAr Method
with Barry Mitterhoff, mandolin and tenor guitar
00641615 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95

the AcouStic guitAr    
of jorMA kAukonen
taught by Jorma Kaukonen
00641754 3-DVD Set ........................................ $69.95
00641751 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641752 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00641753 DVD Three Only ................................ $29.95

leArn to PlAy   
the SongS  
of gordon   
lightfoot
taught by Pete Huttlinger
Pete Huttlinger teaches all the 
nuances of Gordon Lightfoot’s 
guitar arrangements and 
he makes them easily 
accessible to intermediate 
players. He teaches the 
chord progressions, rhythms, 

fingerpicking patterns and unique musical touches that 
help make each song a unique and powerful statement. 
Includes: “Early Morning Rain,” “Carefree Highway,” 
“Rainy Day People,” “Circle of Steel,” “Steel Rail Blues,” 
“Bitter Green,” “If You Could Read My Mind,” “Cold on 
the Shoulder.” 120 MIN • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC 
& TAB
00642065 DVD .................................................. $29.95

A fingerStyle   
chriStMAS  
Guitar Arrangements  
to Seven Beloved Songs  
and Carols
taught by Happy Traum
Get ready for the holidays with 
these classic instrumentals! 
Once mastered, these guitar 
pieces will become favorites 
for years to come: It Came 
Upon a Midnight Clear • God 

Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen • What Child Is This? • Pretty 
Little Baby • Silent Night • ‘Twas on a Night Like This 
• Jingle Bells. 85 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • 
LEVEL ALL
00641750 DVD .................................................. $29.95

eASy StePS  
to guitAr 
fingerPicking
taught by   
Happy Traum
dVd one: The simple 
children’s song “Skip 
to My Lou” helps teach 
the basic concepts 
before getting 
into fingerpicking 
standards such as: 
Spike Driver’s Blues 
• Green, Green Rocky 

Road • Staggerlee • Nine Pound Hammer • Hobo’s 
Lullaby. 100-MIN. • LEVEL 2 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
dVd two: Learn how to play in the versatile and useful 
“dropped D” tuning. Five classic songs are taught: The 
Colorado Trail • My Home’s Across the Smoky Mountains 
• Fishin’ Blues • The Blues Ain’t Nothin’ • John Henry. 
60 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
dVd three: Back in standard tuning, you’ll learn to 
move freely around the fingerboard and will be playing 
licks, slides, hammer-ons and bass runs. Songs: I Am 
a Pilgrim • Deep River Blues • Louis Collins • Nobody 
Knows You When You’re Down and Out • Step It Up and 
Go. 60 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00641640 3-DVD Set ........................................ $69.95
00641546 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642042 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00642043 DVD Three Only ................................ $29.95
00642130 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ........... $39.95

leArn the    
clASSicS of  
BoSSA noVA   
guitAr
taught by Aaron 
Gilmartin
These two DVDs provide 
an in-depth immersion 
into the lush jazz chords, 
seductive Latin rhythms 
and haunting melodies 
of bossa nova’s greatest 
hits. dVd one: O 

Barquinho (Little Boat) • One Note Samba • Wave (1 hr., 
36 min.) dVd two: The Girl from Ipanema • Corcavado 
• Manha De Carnaval (Black Orpheus) (1 hr., 15 min.) 
LEVEL 4 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .PDF ON DISC
00642145 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00642143 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00642144 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

nEW!
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AcOuStIc GuItAr

the 12-String   
guitAr of  
roger Mcguinn 
taught by Roger McGuinn
From the first notes of this 
DVD, Roger McGuinn’s 
signature Rickenbacker 
12-string will immerse you 
in the sound that made The 
Byrds a prime musical force. 
Roger teaches favorites from 
his powerful repertoire – Mr. 

Tambourine Man • Turn! Turn! Turn! • Eight Miles 
High • Mr. Spaceman and others – and shows how to 
master the licks and guitar techniques that make his 
sound instantly recognizable. Roger provides important 
instructional pointers and detailed advice on basic 
12-string maintenance, recording techniques and other 
“insider” tips. 60 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • 
LEVEL 3
00641620 DVD ...................................................$29.95

hAPPy trAuM –   
BlueS guitAr 
Bundle PAck 
Happy Traum  
Teaches Blues   
Guitar (Book/CD Pack) 
with Easy Steps to Blues 
Guitar Jamming (DVD)
Includes the book/
CD pack Happy Traum 
Teaches Blues Guitar 
(00841082) and the DVD 
Happy and Artie Traum’s 

Easy Steps to Blues Guitar Jamming (00641919), in one 
money-saving pack.
00642057 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .... $44.95
00641919 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the hAPPy   
trAuM  
guitAr Method:    
BASic ArrAnging 
techniqueS thAt  
eVery guitAriSt 
Should know
DVD 1 – Songs in 
Dropped D Tuning and  
DVD 2 – Songs in 
Standard Tuning
 From Simple Strumming 
to Intricate Versions of 
Traditional Favorites

Here’s a lesson that will be deeply satisfying for any 
acoustic guitarist who wants to move beyond simple 
chords and easy strums. Beginning and intermediate 
players will quickly gain an understanding of guitar 
basics through the process of creating beautiful, 
compelling arrangements of well-known, much-loved 
traditional songs. DVD 1: The Cuckoo • Delia’s Gone 
• The Water Is Wide. DVD 2: Hard Times Come Again 
No More • Wayfaring Stranger • Come All You Fair and 
Tender Ladies. LEVEL 2 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB BOOK 
.PDF ON DISC
00642126 Two-DVD Set .................................... $39.95
00642124 DVD One Only ................................... $24.95
00642125 DVD Two Only ................................... $24.95

the hAPPy    
trAuM  
guitAr Method –  
BASic theory thAt 
eVery guitAriSt 
Should know
Practical Tools for 
Everyday Playing
A guide for learning 
guitarists who want to 
know how the strings, 
frets, notes, scales and 

chords all work together to make music. Happy Traum 
demystifies the fretboard and brings it into focus, 
providing the essential and practical knowledge that 
beginners and experienced guitarists alike will need 
in their quest to become better players. LEVEL 1 • 
64-PAGE BOOK + CD
00642121 Book/CD Pack .................................. $19.95

the hAPPy   
trAuM  
guitAr Method:   
BASic theory thAt 
eVery guitAriSt 
Should know
Practical Tools for 
Everyday Playing
These two DVDs are the 
first in a planned series 
of new products by 
famed guitarist/educator 
Happy Traum. Aimed at 

novice players, these lessons demystify the guitar 
fretboard and provide clear, practical ways to expand 
an understanding of the instrument and enhance a 
student’s overall musical experience. DVD 1 covers 
chromatic and diatonic scales, chord building, key 
signatures and other essential basics. DVD 2 continues 
with movable chords, minor keys, progressions and 
general fretboard knowledge. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .
PDF • 90 MIN. EACH DVD
00642112 2-DVD Set ........................................ $39.95
00642110 DVD One Only ................................... $24.95
00642111 DVD Two Only ................................... $24.95

An intiMAte leSSon 
with tony rice 
taught by  
Tony Rice 
Tony Rice slows down his 
fabulous picking style as 
he demonstrates his hard-
driving flatpicking solos, 
accompaniments, intros and 
licks. 60 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
00641772 DVD ..........$29.95

tony rice   
MASter  
clASS
Up Close and Personal  
with a Guitar Great
taught by Tony Rice
Hosted by Happy Traum
Highly revered guitarist 
Tony Rice breaks down and 
analyzes his world-class 
style and technique. His 
lesson includes folk and 

country instrumentals, fiddle tunes and his innovative 
arrangements to well-known standards.
1 HR, 55 MIN • LEVEL 4
00641951 DVD .................................................. $29.95
00642056 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .... $44.95

BryAn Sutton’S   
SecretS for  
SucceSSful   
flAtPicking
taught by Bryan Sutton
One of bluegrass and country 
music’s most high-profile 
acoustic guitarists lays 
out his tricks of the trade 
for aspiring players. This 
extraordinary DVD is filled 
with spectacular picking, 

detailed instruction and invaluable advice for aspiring 
bluegrass guitarists at all levels. 115 MIN • LEVEL 4 • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00641997 DVD ..................................................$29.95

the tony rice guitAr 
Method  
taught by  
Tony Rice
hosted by Happy Traum with 
Wyatt Rice, second guitar
Here, at last, is the definitive 
lesson by one of the greatest 
guitar flatpickers of all 
time! In a wide-ranging and 
detailed session, Tony Rice 
demonstrates his world-

famous technique, gives invaluable advice, analyzes 
some of his best-known pieces and discusses his 
style, influences, guitars and favorite players. This 
exceptionally rich two-part set is filled with fascinating 
conversation and the amazing playing we’ve all come 
to expect from this master picker. Songs: The Last Thing 
on My Mind • Bury Me Beneath the Willow • Wildwood 
Flower • Nine Pound Hammer • Stony Lonesome • Billy 
in the Lowground • Shenandoah • Danny Boy • Little 
Sadie • Jerusalem Ridge • Salt Creek • I Am a Pilgrim. 
2-DVD SET • 140 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC 
+ TAB
00641536 Two-DVD Set .....................................$59.95
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AcOuStIc GuItAr

the reAl Merle   
trAViS guitAr
Like Father,   
Like Son
taught by Thom Bresh
Thom Bresh, the only son of 
the legendary guitarist Merle 
Travis, shows how to get the 
real Travis sound. He teaches 
several of Merle’s best-loved 
guitar instrumentals: Guitar 
Rag, Cannonball Rag and 

others. A must-have for all serious acoustic guitar 
students! 90 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
00641666 DVD .................................................. $29.95

john SeBAStiAn     
teAcheS eight  
loVin’ SPoonful hitS 
And “welcoMe BAck”
Easy Guitar   
Arrangements
Legendary songwriter John 
Sebastian guides learning 
guitarists through nine of 
his timeless songs. Includes: 
Do You Believe in Magic • 
Daydream • Summer in the 

City • Did You Ever Have to Make Up Your Mind • 
Nashville Cats • You Didn’t Have to Be So Nice • 
Welcome Back • Younger Girl • Darling Be Home Soon. 
90 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00642017 DVD .................................................. $29.95
00642059 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ........... $39.95

hAPPy trAuM teAcheS 
the BlueS guitAr of 
Brownie Mcghee  
Songs and        
Techniques Passed Down 
from a Master Bluesman
Happy Traum learned directly 
from master bluesman 
Brownie McGhee, and he 
makes Brownie’s songs and 
techniques accessible to 
all aspiring acoustic blues 

players. Songs:  I’m Gonna Tell God How You Treat Me 
• Move to Kansas City • Betty and Dupree • Me and My 
Dog • Sporting Life • Living with the Blues • Key to the 
Highway • Blood Red River • Careless Love • Pawnshop 
Blues. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3 • 150 MIN.
00642084 2-DVD Set ........................................ $39.95

hAPPy trAuM teAcheS 
SeVen clASSic BoB 
dylAn SongS   
Easy Fingerpicking 
Arrangements 
Happy Traum’s detailed, 
in-depth lessons are designed 
for both early intermediate 
and more experienced players 
who will gain important 
guitar technique along with 
first-hand historical insights. 

Songs: Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right • Blowin’ in 
the Wind • I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight • I Pity the Poor 
Immigrant • Buckets of Rain • Tonight I’ll Be Staying 
Here with You • Farewell. 2 HOURS, 45 MIN. • LEVEL 3 
• INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00642016 2-DVD Set ........................................ $39.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
leArn to fingerPick    
with jiM kweSkin
00642079 DVD ...................................................$29.95

leArn to PlAy Bottleneck    
BlueS guitAr
taught by Bob Brozman
00641600 3-DVD Set .........................................$69.95
00641598 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00642036 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00642037 DVD Three Only .................................$29.95

leArn to PlAy djAngo-Style    
gyPSy jAzz guitAr 
taught by Paul Mehling
00641724 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641705 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641706 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

leArn to PlAy     
flAMenco guitAr
taught by Aaron Gilmartin
00641715 Two-DVD Set .....................................$49.95

leArning to flAtPick   
taught by Steve Kaufman
00641587 3-DVD Set .........................................$69.95
00642045 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00642046 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00642047 DVD Three Only .................................$29.95

the Power of     
deltA BlueS guitAr
taught by Rory Block
00641890 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641886 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641887 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

Peter rowAn And     
tony rice teAch  
SongS, guitAr, And MuSiciAnShiP
hosted by Happy Traum
00642055 DVD ...................................................$29.95

toM ruSh –     
how i PlAy (SoMe of)  
My fAVorite SongS
00641983 DVD ...................................................$29.95

the SegoViA Style  
taught by Eliot Fisk
00641718 DVD ...................................................$29.95

SeVen eASy PieceS for    
clASSicAl guitAr
taught by Frederic Hand
00641645 DVD ...................................................$29.95

chriS SMither teAcheS     
Six outStAnding  
fingerPicking ArrAngeMentS
00641999 DVD ...................................................$29.95

the guitAr of     
chriS SMither
00641658 DVD ...................................................$29.95

Swing guitAr   
taught by Mike Dowling
00641642 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641634 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641637 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

Swingin’ it Solo   
taught by Mike Dowling
00642074 DVD ...................................................$29.95

liVingSton tAylor’S     
excellent guitAr leSSon
taught by Livingston Taylor
00641778 DVD ...................................................$29.95

trAditionAl     
hAwAiiAn guitAr
taught by Bob Brozman
00641827 DVD ...................................................$29.95

hAPPy trAuM’S guitAr     
Building BlockS
00641831 4-DVD Set .........................................$89.95
00641796 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641797 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00641798 DVD Three Only .................................$29.95
00641799 DVD Four Only ...................................$29.95

12-String guitAr techniqueS  
taught by Happy Traum
00641850 DVD ...................................................$29.95

flAtPicking with doc   
taught by Doc Watson
00641621 DVD ...................................................$39.95

you cAn PlAy guitAr   
taught by Happy Traum
00641559 Two DVDs ..........................................$49.95

doc’S guitAr 
Fingerpicking &  
Flatpicking 
taught by Doc Watson
with Pete Seeger, Mike 
Seeger, Jack Lawrence and 
Kirk Sutphin
Recorded at the famed Merle 
Watson Memorial Festival 
in Wilkesboro, NC, this 
DVD captures Doc Watson 
teaching some of the most 
requested fingerpicking and 

flatpicking tunes in his vast repertoire. With his 
characteristic good humor, Doc provides an intimate 
look into the guitar technique, musical philosophy and 
fine musicianship for which he is known and loved 
worldwide. Clear explanations and demonstrations 
help players learn his definitive arrangements of: Deep 
River Blues • Bluebell • Southbound • Black Mountain 
Rag • Georgie • Way Downtown • Don’t Let Your Deal 
Go Down • Blue Railroad Train • Windy and Warm • 
Beaumont Rag • East Tennessee Blues • The Cuckoo.
90 MIN. • LEVEL 4 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00641544 DVD .................................................. $39.95
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ELEctrIc GuItAr

leArn to     
PlAy  
weStern Swing guitAr
taught by Ray Benson
The founder, singer and 
guitarist for the western 
swing band Asleep at the 
Wheel details the rhythm 
parts and lead solos that 
characterize this infectious 
style. 80 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3

00641777 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the BlueS     
guitAr of  
huBert SuMlin
taught by Hubert Sumlin
Sumlin, who played in 
Howlin’ Wolf’s band for 
over 25 years discusses his 
guitar style, technique and 
influences. Hubert plays 
through some of his favorite 
Wolf tunes and sheds light on 
his fingerpicking blues style. 

60 MIN. • INCLUDES TAB • LEVEL 3
00641920 DVD ..................................................$29.95

get thAt clASSic   
fender® Sound 
Electric Guitar Licks and 
Styles of the Greats  
taught by Jim Weider
Weider details the innovative 
and groundbreaking 
instrumental techniques 
of Roy Buchanan, James 
Burton, Steve Cropper, 
Robbie Robertson, Cornell 
Dupree, Freddy King, Stevie 

Ray Vaughan and Jimi Hendrix, and provides a close-
up look at some of the famous guitars and amps 
that made rock ‘n’ roll history! 90 MIN • LEVEL 3 • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00641619 DVD ..................................................$29.95

Slide    
guitAr  
for rock And BlueS
taught by Roy Rogers with 
special guests  
The Delta Rhythm Kings
One of today’s hottest slide 
guitarists shows how to get 
the sounds that drive the 
best electric rock and blues 
bands: vibrato, dynamics, 
intonation, slide-hammer 

technique, damping strings and much more. 90 MIN. 
• INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 2/3
00641806 DVD ..................................................$29.95

SteVe    
wAriner,  
c.g.P. – My 
inStructionAl triBute  
to chet AtkinS
Guitar Thumb-Picking, 
Musicianship and Technique
The legendary Chet Atkins 
conferred the title “c.g.p.” 
(Country Guitar Picker) on 
his close friend and pickin’ 
buddy Steve Wariner. On this 

richly detailed DVD lesson, the country music star 
pays tribute to his mentor, teaching ear-catching 
compositions and arrangements using important 
elements of Chet’s style and technique. Also includes a 
special tribute tune for Jerry Reed. LEVEL 4 • INCLUDES 
MUSIC + TAB FILE ON DVD • 90 MIN.
00642109 DVD .................................................. $29.95

hArMonicA   
Power!
taught by Norton Buffalo
dVd one – This internationally 
famous harmonica player’s 
comprehensive course covers 
the essentials needed for all 
styles: breathing, tonguing, 
single-note and chordal 
playing, bending, vibrato, 
rhythmic patterns and more. 
90 MIN. • LEVEL 2

dVd two – Norton Buffalo details note bending, 
using octaves, the intricacies of rhythm harmonica, 
combining breath and hands to create vibrato, and 
more. Switching on the power, Norton outlines various 
electric blues styles and discusses the proper use of 
mics and amps. 80 MIN. • LEVEL 3
00641868 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641864 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641865 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

the inS And   
outS of  
rhythM hArP
Percussive Techniques  
for Blues Players
taught by Peter Madcat Ruth
Peter Madcat Ruth teaches 
driving rhythms, percussive 
sounds and other dynamic 
back-up techniques that will 
help any blues harp player 
get an authentic sound. 

Through a series of interactive exercises, he breaks 
down the complexities of breath control, teaching his 
own unique system of spoken syllables. 60 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 2
00641853 DVD .................................................. $29.95

john   
SeBAStiAn 
teAcheS  
BlueS hArMonicA
taught by John Sebastian
One of the most popular 
harmonica players of our 
time teaches all the basics 
in this friendly, jam-along 
lesson: how to hold the 
instrument and find the blues 
notes, then add vibrato, note-

bending, wah-wahs, tonguing, rhythm playing, train 
effects and a variety of great licks and solos that can 
be used either solo or in a band. 80 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC • LEVEL 1
00641720 DVD .................................................. $29.95
00642058 Book/cd/dVd Pack ................... $44.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
john ABercroMBie teAcheS   
jAzz guitAr iMProViSAtion
taught by John Abercrombie
00641932 DVD ...................................................$29.95

electric guitAr    
for BeginnerS
taught by Adam Traum
00641995 2-DVD Set .........................................$34.95
00641993 DVD One Only ....................................$19.95
00641994 DVD Two Only ....................................$19.95

rAy flAcke – country    
telecASter® VirtuoSity
taught by Ray Flacke
00641823 DVD ...................................................$29.95

greAt electric    
guitAr leSSonS
taught by Roy Benson, Ray Flacke, Jorma Kaukonen, 
Roy Rogers, Hubert Sumlin, Adam Traum, Steve 
Wariner and Jim Weider
00642066 DVD ...................................................$24.95

the electric guitAr    
of jorMA kAukonen
taught by Jorma Kaukonen  
with Electric Hot Tuna
00641902 DVD ...................................................$29.95

rock & roll rhythM guitAr  
taught by Amos Garrett
00641909 DVD ...................................................$29.95

rockABilly guitAr  
taught by Jim Weider
00641749 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641747 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641748 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

SteVe wAriner – uP cloSe  
taught by Steve Wariner
00641963 DVD ...................................................$29.95

you cAn PlAy jAzz guitAr 
taught by Mike DeMicco
00641959 3-DVD Set .........................................$69.95
00642032 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00642033 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00642034 DVD Three Only .................................$29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Anyone cAn PlAy hArMonicA 
taught by Peter Madcat Ruth
00641852 DVD ..................................................$19.95

hArmOnIcA
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All ABout leAd 
MAndolin!  
Fiddle Tunes,  
Rags, Waltzes,  
Solos and Variations
taught by Sam Bush
A modern-day mandolin 
master takes a learning 
player through a variety 
of tunes, keys and styles, 
from classic bluegrass to 
contemporary originals. 

Sam includes plenty of advice, exercises, warm-ups 
and other vital information about lead soloing and 
improvising. Tunes: Fisher’s Hornpipe • Cloverleaf Rag 
• The Old North Woods • Midnight on the Stormy Deep 
• and Blue Mountain. LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + 
TAB .PDF • 100 MIN.
00642139 DVD .................................................. $29.95

All ABout rhythM 
MAndolin!  
Chops, Strums, 
Timing, Accents and 
Accompaniments
taught by Sam Bush
Sam Bush’s rhythm playing 
is without peer in the world 
of the mandolin – part 
bluegrass, part reggae, part 
rock ‘n’ roll. Here, he shows 
all aspects of his style: 

chopping, strumming, accenting, damping, subdividing 
beats, and more. He details his accompaniments for 
two of his most popular performance pieces, “Girl from 
the North Country” and “Sailin’ Shoes.” LEVEL 3 • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB .PDF • 110 MIN.
00642138 DVD .................................................. $29.95

All ABout rhythM And    
leAd MAndolin!
taught by Sam Bush
00642140 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95

the SAM BuSh  
MAndolin    
Method
taught by Sam Bush
hosted by Happy Traum
This two-and-a-half hour 
course covers all aspects 
of the mandolin style and 
technique of one of the 
world’s greatest players. Sam 
Bush performs and slows 
down traditional fiddle tunes 

and original instrumentals, giving detailed instruction 
on pick technique, rhythm playing, speed building, 
warm-up exercises, improvised soloing, equipment and 
much more. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 3
00641585 2-DVD Set ........................................ $59.95

eSSentiAl   
techniqueS  
for MAndolin  
taught by Chris Thile
Here’s a lesson that will thrill 
and inspire mandolinists 
at all levels. Chris Thile, 
mandolin virtuoso for the hit 
band Nickel Creek, shares his 
own successful formula for 
developing right- and left-
hand dexterity, improving 

speed and accuracy, and playing with heightened 
musicality. He provides numerous exercises that will 
make all the difference as aspiring players learn: 
Ode to a Butterfly • Hop the Fence • Red Haired Boy 
• Swallowtail Jig. As a bonus, you’ll hear astonishing 
performances of Chris’ original tunes “When Mandolins 
Dream” and “Raining at Sunset.” 85 MIN. • LEVEL 3 • 
INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00641545 DVD .................................................. $29.95

greAt    
MAndolin  
leSSonS
Learn from Nine Master 
Players
Taught by Butch Baldassari, 
Sam Bush, Mike Marshall, 
Tim O’Brien, Norman 
Blake, Steve James, Jesse 
McReynolds, Ronnie McCoury 
and Chris Thile
The nine powerful lessons on 
this DVD represent mandolin 

instruction at its very best. Each segment, taught by 
a master of the instrument, has been chosen to give 
learning players new techniques, tunes and musical 
insights. The styles taught include bluegrass, old-time, 
Celtic, blues and contemporary. INCLUDES MUSIC + 
TAB • LEVEL 2-3 • 100 MIN.
00642104 DVD ...................................................$24.95

Mike MArShAll’S 
MAndolin    
fundAMentAlS  
for All   
PlAyerS
Two-DVD Set
dVd one: Mike 
Marshall shows you 
how to become a better 
musician through 
proper technique, 
problem solving, 

and a systematic exercise regimen. His powerful 
“Fingerbuster” exercises methodically work on scales, 
chord shapes, and arpeggios, providing workouts on 
every string and in every position. 75 MIN. • ALL LEVELS 
• INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB.
dVd two: This encyclopedic chord lesson will provide 
hours of amazing practice sessions and should be 
in every mandolinist’s DVD library. Mike Marshall’s 
comprehensive, step-by-step method teaches every 
chord in every position on the mandolin fretboard. 55 
MIN. • LEVEL 3 • INCLUDES MUSIC + CHORDS
00642054 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00642052 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00642053 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

the BluegrASS    
MAndolin  
of ronnie   
Mccoury
taught by Ronnie McCoury 
with special guest Del 
McCoury (guitar and vocals)
Consistently named the 
International Bluegrass Music 
Association’s “Mandolin 
Player of the Year” and the 
hottest player in the hottest 

band in bluegrass (The Del McCoury Band), Ronnie 
McCoury’s instructional DVD will be a boon to all 
learning mandolinists. Accompanied by Del on guitar 
and vocals, Ronnie works through a rich repertoire of 
tunes and techniques, breaking each piece down to its 
essentials. Ten great tunes are taught in detail. Not to 
be missed!
80 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • LEVEL 4
00641650 DVD ...................................................$29.95

mAndOLIn

ALSO AVAILABLE
Butch BAldASSAri’S    
BluegrASS MAndolin workShoP
00641783 DVD ...................................................$29.95

the MAndolin of norMAn BlAke  
taught by Norman Blake with Nancy Blake
00641858 DVD ...................................................$29.95

BluegrASS MAndolin  
taught by Sam Bush
00641669 DVD ...................................................$29.95
00642063 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .....$44.95

leArn to PlAy    
BlueS MAndolin
taught by Steve James
00642068 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641759 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00642064 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

the MAndolin    
of Bill Monroe
with Sam Bush
00641734 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641732 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641733 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95

you cAn PlAy    
BluegrASS MAndolin
taught by Butch Baldassari
00641641 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641635 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641636 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
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Contact your HaL Leonard sales rep for  
details on our limited-time special offer.
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pIAnO

the BlueS/rock   
PiAno of  
johnnie johnSon
taught by Johnnie Johnson
Here’s a rare close-up look at 
the playing of “the father of 
rock and roll piano.” Johnnie 
Johnson was the pianist on 
all of Chuck Berry’s greatest 
hits, and in his forty-year 
career he has played with 
everyone from Eric Clapton to 

Keith Richards. The overhead camera captures all his 
moves as he discusses his history and plays rockabilly, 
rumba, boogie, slow blues and other great grooves. 60 
MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 4
00641822 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to PlAy   
goSPel PiAno
taught by Ethel Caffie-Austin
This inspirational course 
in gospel piano has been 
specially designed for novice 
and intermediate players. 
West Virginia’s First Lady 
of Gospel Music teaches 
powerful arrangements 
of traditional spirituals 
and hymns, complete with 

melody, harmony notes, chords, runs, turnarounds and 
left-hand bass lines. 120 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • 
LEVEL 2/3
00641579 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95

you cAn PlAy   
jAzz PiAno –  
3-dVd Set
taught by Warren Bernhardt
These clear, concise DVDs are 
especially made for beginning 
to intermediate jazz players!
dVd one – Learn chord 
progressions, scales and 
modes, proper fingering and 
improvising on both blues 
and standard tunes. Clear 

and concise, with no music to read. 90 MIN. • LEVEL 2
dVd two – Warren covers essentials such as basic 
chords, voicings, progressions, substitutions, intervals, 
bass lines and melodic accompaniment. Lessons 
include study of progressions found throughout pop 
and jazz music. 90 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3
dVd three – Hot topics include scales for soloing and 
improvisation, preparing a song for performance and 
playing with other musicians. 90 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC • LEVEL 4
00641838 3-DVD Set ........................................ $79.95
00641802 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641803 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00641804 DVD Three Only ................................ $29.95

leArn to PlAy BlueS PiAno 
DVDs 1-4
taught by David Cohen
DVD One: David Cohen systematically leads novice 
players through all the steps needed to play solid blues 
piano, showing the scales, chord theory, turnarounds, 
endings and licks that will quickly make anyone into a 
formidable player. No music reading or previous piano 
experience is necessary. 90 MIN. • LEVEL 1
DVD Two: This lesson goes beyond the beginner’s level 
and firmly into intermediate territory. David Cohen 
gives new players all the tools they’ll need to make up 
their own solos, completely by ear. Includes variations 
on slow blues, the “New Orleans Rumba,” straight-time 
boogie-woogie and more! 70 MIN. • LEVEL 3
DVD Three: David Bennett Cohen takes beginning 
and intermediate pianists beyond the basics and 
into the depths of real blues styles. The emphasis 
is on improvisation for both slow blues and the 
more up-tempo boogie-woogie. The tunes he teaches, 
including “Pinetop’s Boogie” and “Blues for a 
Summer’s Dream,” incorporate a wide spectrum of 
musical ideas and techniques. 80 MIN. • INCLUDES 
MUSIC • LEVEL 3
DVD Four:  Here are the colorful riffs, rich melodies 
and rhythmic bass lines that give the New Orleans 
style its distinctive sound. David Cohen combines 
blues, gospel, country and boogie-woogie to create 
great arrangements of: When the Saints Go Marching 
In • Crawfish Royale • Nobody Knows You When You’re 
Down and Out • and Georgia on My Mind. 80 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3
00642073 4-DVD Set ........................................ $89.95
00641760 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641761 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00642071 DVD Three Only ................................ $29.95
00642072 DVD Four Only .................................. $29.95

the PiAno StyleS   
of dr. john
An Intimate Session with 
Mac Rebennack
taught by Mac (Dr. John) 
Rebennack
hosted by Hal Willner
These two DVDs provide 
a rare opportunity to visit 
with Mac Rebennack (a.k.a. 
Dr. John), one of America’s 
most brilliant and distinctive 

musical voices. Dr. John demonstrates his remarkable 
instrumental technique, discusses his influences, and 
shares intriguing stories of a life in music. With his 
encyclopedic knowledge of musical styles, Mac plays 
and analyzes more than 30 tunes, from traditional New 
Orleans blues to the compositions of Cole Porter, Duke 
Ellington, Doc Pomus and others. 2 DVDs • INCLUDES 
MUSIC • LEVEL 4
00641617 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95

donAld fAgen –   
concePtS for  
jAzz/rock PiAno
Playing, Writing, and 
Arranging
taught by Donald Fagen
with Warren Bernhardt
This DVD provides rare 
insights into the musical 
thinking of one of the most 
influential songwriters and 
arrangers in modern American 

popular music. Steely Dan’s Donald Fagen reveals how 
traditional twelve-bar blues and R&B structures can be 
the basis for unique and sophisticated compositions. 
He and jazz pianist Warren Bernhardt break down the 
keyboard arrangements to three great Steely Dan hits: 
(Chain Lightning • Josie • Peg) – as well as the solo 
works: On the Dunes • Tea House on the Tracks. 70 MIN. 
• INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3-4
00641647 DVD .................................................. $29.95

dr. john   
teAcheS new  
orleAnS PiAno
taught by Mac (Dr. John) 
Rebennack
dVd one: This one-hour 
DVD is jammed full of 
powerful playing, slowed-
down instruction, and the 
wonderful personality of 
one of the premier artists 
of our time. Mac (Dr. John) 

Rebennack discusses and demonstrates the playing 
styles of the great New Orleans piano stylists. 60 MIN. 
• INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3
dVd two: Dr. John breaks down the tunes, turnarounds, 
left-hand patterns, and right-hand improvisations of 
legendary greats Huey “Piano” Smith, Tuts Washington, 
Herbert Santina, Allen Toussaint and others, including 
some originals by Mac Rebennack himself. 60 MIN. • 
INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 3-4
00641847 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641839 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641840 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95
00642061 Book/cd/dVd Bundle Pack .... $44.95 ALSO AVAILABLE

BlueS And rock techniqueS   
for hAMMond orgAn
taught by David Bennett Cohen
00641837 DVD .................................................. $29.95

Contact your HaL Leonard 
sales rep for details on our 
limited-time special offer.
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leArn to   
PlAy iriSh  
tinwhiStle
taught by L.E. McCullough
This simple, inexpensive 
instrument can be played 
by a soloist or as an 
important element in a 
multi-instrument Irish music 
session. McCullough teaches 
basic techniques, along with 
tunes to get learning players 

off to a great start.
60 MIN. • INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 1
00641866 DVD ..................................................$29.95

dAiley & Vincent    
teAch BluegrASS 
And goSPel  
duet Singing
Old Time Country Harmony
Taught by Jamie Dailey & 
Darrin Vincent
Dailey & Vincent are the 
hottest band in bluegrass. 
They swept all the major 
awards at the 2008 IBMA 
Convention, and are 

barnstorming the country with their exquisite vocal 
harmonies and amazing instrumental prowess. This 
unique DVD captures their ideas on duet singing as 
they take apart eight of their show-stopping songs, 
including “By the Mark,” “Music of the Mountains,” and 
“More Than a Name on the Wall.” LEVEL ALL • 75 MIN.
00642088 DVD .................................................. $29.95
00642135 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ........... $39.95

Blue uke  
Blues, Rags and  
Jazzy Dance Tunes
taught by Del Rey
This very cool DVD teaches 
a myriad of fingerpicking 
techniques and syncopated 
blues riffs on the ukulele. 
Using her thumb and three 
fingers, Del Rey brings 
exciting new sounds to uke 
playing, with songs that 

include: Goin’ up the Country • Keep It Clean • Dance 
Hall Shuffle • and others. INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB • 
70 MIN.
00642035 DVD .................................................. $29.95

the joy of uke 
taught by Jumpin’ Jim Beloff 
with special guest Lyle Ritz
dVd one is a basic guide 
to playing ukulele, with Jim 
Beloff teaching the basics 
and strums to get the player 
started on simple songs and 
old-time standards. 
dVd two moves beyond the 
basics, with chord shapes 
and progressions, complex 

strumes and accompaniments to more old-time pop 
classics. Jim guides you through each song, slowing 
down the tricky parts and sharing his many nuggets of 
ukulele wisdom. Songs in the collection include: Daisy 
• Give My Regards to Broadway • Dream • Lulu’s Back 
in Town • Fly Me to the Moon • more.
00641628 2-DVD Set .........................................$49.95
00641626 DVD One Only ....................................$29.95
00641627 DVD Two Only ....................................$29.95
00642133 Book/dVd Bundle Pack ............$39.95

ukulele    
tuneS And  
techniqueS
Hawaiian and  
American Styles
taught by Bob Brozman
This fascinating lesson 
contains a potpourri of 
strums, rolls, triplets and 
syncopated fingerpicking 
patterns for the ukulele, 
including Hawaiian, blues 

and jazz instrumentals. 55 MIN. • INCLUDES TAB • 
LEVEL 3
00641791 DVD .................................................. $29.95

All StAr BluegrASS 
jAM Along 
Backups, Lead 
Parts and Note-
for-Note Transcriptions 
for 21 Essential Tunes
Book/CD Packs
These fabulous 
collections for players 
of all levels feature 21 
must-know bluegrass 
songs & instrumentals, 
created especially for 

learning players by the genre’s leading artists. The 
artist plays a basic solo that states the melody of the 
tune, then a more adventurous improvisation, and 
each solo is transcribed in detail. The CD provides the 
audio versions of the solos, plus multiple rhythm tracks 
performed at moderate tempo for easy play-along. 
This great series will help you build your repertoire & 
get your licks in shape, so you can shine in your next 
performance or jam session!
Songs include: Bill Cheatham • Blackberry Blossom • 
Down in the Willow Garden • I Am a Pilgrim • I’ll Fly Away 
• In the Pines • John Hardy • Old Joe Clark • Soldier’s 
Joy • more!
00641943 Guitar............................................... $19.95
00641944 Banjo ............................................... $19.95
00641945 Mandolin .......................................... $19.95
00641946 Fiddle ............................................... $19.95
00641947 Bass................................................. $19.95

BluegrASS   
Slow jAM for  
the totAl Beginner 
An Ultra-Easy, No-Fail  
Play-Along Session
taught by Pete Wernick
Anyone, with any instrument, 
can get into this beginner’s 
bluegrass jam session. 
Seventeen classic songs are 
played at a slow, easy tempo. 
Only four basic chords (G, 

C, D and A) are needed to be able to play along 
with the band. Includes important tips, advice and 
encouragement. 125 MIN • ALL LEVELS • INCLUDES 
LYRICS & CHORDS
00641916 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ALSO AVAILABLE
deVeloPing your VocAl   
And PerforMing Style
taught by Maria Muldaur
00641912 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to Sing the BlueS 
taught by Gaye Adegbalola
00641922 DVD .................................................. $29.95

leArn to Sing weStern hArMony 
taught by Riders in the Sky
00641885 DVD .................................................. $29.95

VocAl hArMony workShoP 
taught by the Nashville Bluegrass Band
00641904 DVD .................................................. $29.95

VocAl techniqueS for   
old-tiMe MountAin MuSic
taught by Cary Fridley
00641968 DVD .................................................. $19.95

you cAn Sing 
taught by Penny Nichols
00641679 DVD .................................................. $19.95

ALSO AVAILABLE
BluegrASS jAMMing 
taught by Pete Wernick
00641558 DVD .................................................. $29.95

eASy StePS to BlueS    
guitAr jAMMing
taught by Happy and Artie Traum
00641982 2-DVD Set ........................................ $49.95
00641919 DVD One Only ................................... $29.95
00641969 DVD Two Only ................................... $29.95

interMediAte BluegrASS jAM SeSSion 
taught by Pete Wernick
00641950 DVD .................................................. $29.95

ukuLELE jAmmInG

tInWhIStLE

VOcAL
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druMMing   
for kidS
Making the Basics  
Fun & Easy
taught by Sam Zucchini
Sam Zucchini makes 
drumming fun and easy as 
he teaches how to keep time, 
count beats, understand 
rhythm and get tuned in to 
playing in an ensemble. The 
Zucchini Brothers join in on 

guitar and keyboards so the young drummer can play 
along with the band. 60 MIN. • LEVEL 1
00641774 DVD .................................................. $19.95

kidS’ guitAr 
taught by Marcy Marxer
dVd one – With clarity and 
lots of good humor, noted 
children’s performer Marcy 
Marxer gets kids started 
on the joys of singing with 
the guitar and a basic 
understanding of music. 
Teaches nine songs. 90 MIN. 
DVD • INCLUDES CHORDS • 
LEVEL 1 (ages 6-12)

dVd two – Marcy Marxer covers simple fingerpicking 
arpeggios, use of the capo, basic chord theory and 
the tools needed to learn hundreds of folk, country, 
spiritual, school and campfire songs. Teaches eight 
songs. 75 MIN. DVD • INCLUDES CHORDS • LEVEL 2 
(ages 6-12)
00641625 2-DVD Set .........................................$39.95
00641622 DVD One Only ....................................$24.95
00641623 DVD Two Only ....................................$24.95

SMArtStArt   
guitAr
taught by Jessica  
Baron Turner
Turner’s guitar lesson for 
kids is fun and easy! This 
DVD is designed for use at 
home or in the general music 
classroom, and will get all 
beginning guitar students 
playing and singing from the 
very first lesson. For Ages 

5-10. 50 MIN. • LEVEL 1
00641851 DVD .................................................. $19.95

ukulele   
for kidS
taught by Marcy Marxer 
with special guest  
Ginger the Dog
The uke is a perfect starter 
instrument because 
of its small body and 
fingerboard. These lively, 
child-friendly videos 
prepare kids for a lifetime 
of musical enjoyment!
dVd one – Marcy teaches 

the parts of the instrument, how to hold it and tune it 
up, and nine popular songs! Covers finger coordination, 
ear training and basic theory. 55 MIN. • INCLUDES 
BOOK + PROGRESS CHART • LEVEL 1 (ages 5-10)
dVd two – Marcy and Ginger present five new chords 
and a variety of strumming techniques. On-screen 
chord charts, graphics and lyrics make understanding 
the chords, and learning to sing and play nine more 
great tunes, easy and fun. 45 MIN. • INCLUDES BOOK 
+ PROGRESS CHART • LEVEL 1 (ages 5-10)
00641670 Two-DVD Set .................................... $34.95
00641667 DVD One Only ................................... $19.95
00641668 DVD Two Only ................................... $19.95

electric    
guitAr  
for kidS
For Ages 9 and Up
taught by Marcy Marxer 
and Pete Kennedy
with Emily and Jake 
DiTolla
Pre-teens and teens will 
take their first steps 
toward rock stardom 
with these encouraging, 
entertaining and fun-

filled electric guitar lessons. Marcy and Pete take kids 
through all the steps necessary to start playing in 
minutes! Bonus: Audio play-along backup tracks for 
great practice sessions.
dVd one: teaches kids the parts of the guitar, how to 
hold the pick, fretting their first notes, getting a basic 
rhythm groove, playing power chords and beginning to 
improvise. 70 MIN • LEVEL 1 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
dVd two: Kids will take their skills to the next level 
with blues grooves, barre chords, hammer-ons, string 
bending and wailing lead solos. By the time they’re 
finished with this DVD they’ll really be rocking out and 
ready to go on to more advanced studies. 70 MIN • 
LEVEL 2 • INCLUDES MUSIC + TAB
00642051 2-DVD Set ........................................ $34.95
00642049 DVD One Only ................................... $19.95
00642050 DVD Two Only ................................... $19.95

fiddle   
for kidS
taught by Luke and  
Jenny Anne Bulla
dVd one: Luke and Jenny 
Anne teach the basics – 
tuning up, bowing, hand 
position, posture, finding 
the right size fiddle and 
more – to their seven 
year-old brother, Jed, and 
to the young student at 
home. The beginner will 

use these skills to play “Boil the Cabbage Down” 
and be ready to dig into more advanced studies and 
repertoire. 50 MIN.
dVd two: After a quick review, students get into some 
real fiddle playing! Focusing on building repertoire, 
Luke and Jenny Anne break three tunes down into small, 
easy-to-grasp sections. By the end of this lesson (and 
with some practice), learning fiddlers will perform Old 
Joe Clark • Tennessee Waltz • Devil’s Dream. 60 MIN.
INCLUDES MUSIC • LEVEL 1-2 (ages 6-12)
00641833 2-DVD Set ........................................ $34.95
00641800 DVD One Only ................................... $19.95
00641801 DVD Two Only ................................... $19.95

Call toll-free 1-800-554-0626
Email sales@halleonard.com

Visit us on the internet at  
www.halleonard.com/dealers
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